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Abstract
There is a growing interest in the identification of proteins on the proteome wide scale. Among different kinds of
protein structure identification methods, graph-theoretic methods are very sharp ones. Due to their lower costs,
higher effectiveness and many other advantages, they have drawn more and more researchers’ attention
nowadays. Specifically, graph-theoretic methods have been widely used in homology identification, side-chain
cluster identification, peptide sequencing and so on. This paper reviews several methods in solving protein
structure identification problems using graph theory. We mainly introduce classical methods and mathematical
models including homology modeling based on clique finding, identification of side-chain clusters in protein
structures upon graph spectrum, and de novo peptide sequencing via tandem mass spectrometry using the
spectrum graph model. In addition, concluding remarks and future priorities of each method are given.
Background
Protein structure identification is a central research area
in proteomics [1]. Proteins, as we know, are complex
organic compounds, which consist of series of amino
acids. Protein structures are usually considered as four
different levels from amino acids sequences to various
folding patterns. They are very important in proteomics
since they usually determine the function, homology
and other features of proteins. Therefore, increasing
number of researchers are focusing on protein structure
identification problems. Usually, biological experiments
for identifying protein structures produce huge quantity
of data. Facing these molecular biology data, researchers
aim to find perspective relationships of proteins through
effective analyzing and then, focusing on further biologi-
cal relationships and functions of them [2]. In order to
deal with these, biological ways have been used at first
time. However, due to various limitations such as strict
environment request and high experiment cost, these
methods have encountered tough difficulties. Mathema-
tical methods, by contrast, are effective in summarizing
and predicting biological characteristics with lower cost,
which are drawing increasing attention and being widely
used in this area. Among different kinds of mathemati-
cal methods, graph theory is an essential one [3], which
owns advantages in various protein structure identifica-
tion problems including predicting protein structure,
identification of side-chain clusters in protein structures,
de novo sequencing, and so on [4,5].
In this paper, we summarize current applications and
development of graph theory modeling in protein identi-
fication, mainly introducing three classical methods and
mathematical models including homology modeling
based on clique finding, identification of side-chain clus-
ters in protein structures upon graph spectrum, and de
novo peptide sequencing via tandem mass spectrometry
using the spectrum graph model. Besides, we briefly
analyze the advantages and disadvantages of these meth-
ods and give some possible directions for future
research.
Review
Basic knowledge of graph theory
In order to understand the problem modeling, we need
to know some basic concepts and background knowl-
edge in graph theory. A graph G is an ordered pair (V
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any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.(G), E(G)) consisting of a set V(G)o fvertices and a set E
(G), disjoint from V(G), of edges,t o g e t h e rw i t ha ninci-
dent function ψG that associates with each edge of G an
unordered pair of vertices (not necessary distinct), if e is
an edge and u and v are vertices such that ψG(e) ={u,
v}, then the edge e is said to join the vertices u and v,
and u and v are called the ends of e[6]. We denote the
n u m b e r so fv e r t i c e sa n de d g e si nG by v(G)a n de(G),
which are called the order and size of G, respectively. In
this paper, we always use G to represent a graph we are
concerning.
The following is an example of a graph to clarify the
definition. For notational simplicity, we use uv for the
unordered pair {u,v}. Let G =( V(G), E(G)), where V(G)
={ u, v, w, x, y}, E(G)={ a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h}. The func-
tion ψG is defined as: ψG(a)=uv, ψG(b)=uu, ψG(c)=
vw, ψG(d)=wx, ψG(e)=vx, ψG(f)=wx, ψG(g)=ux, ψG
(h)=xy. The graph G could be drawn as in Figure 1.
An edge with identical ends is called a loop,a n da n
edge with distinct ends a link .T w oo rm o r el i n k sw i t h
t h es a m ep a i ro fe n d sa r es a i dt ob eparallel edges.A
graph is simple if it has no loops or parallel edges. In
this paper, all the graphs we concern are simple graphs.
A complete graph is a simple graph in which any two
vertices are adjacent, an empty graph one in which no
two vertices are adjacent (that is, one whose edge set is
empty). A path is a simple graph whose vertices can be
arranged in a linear sequence in such a way that two ver-
tices are adjacent if they are consecutive in the sequence,
and are nonadjacent otherwise. The length of a path is
the number of its edges. In a graph G, the degree of a ver-
tex v, denoted by dG(v), is the number of edges of G inci-
dent with v, each loop counting as two edges. The set of
all vertices incident with v is denoted by NG(v) [6].
In a graph, a clique is a set of mutually adjacent ver-
tices, in other words, a subset of V(G)t h a th a sc o m p l e -
tely connected vertices. So in a clique, arbitrarily
choosing two vertices, they are connected with each
other. A clique in a graph is maximum if the graph con-
tains no larger cliques. If a subgraph S in a graph G is a
clique, then the clique center is a vertex v in S satisfying
that, ∀u Î V(S)\v, maxd(u, v) is minimal. The clique
center is weighted if G is weighted in calculating
distance.
Adjacency matrix of a graph G is the n × n matrix AG
:= (auv), where auv is the number of edges joining ver-
tices u and v. Each loop is counted as two edges [6]. A
set of points in space can be represented in the form of
a graph where the points represent the vertices of the
graph and the distances between the points represent
edges. The constructed graph can be represented mathe-
matically in the form of a matrix called the Laplacian
matrix[7]. Graph spectrum is the information on analyz-
ing the eigenvalues and eigenvectors related to Laplacian
matrix in the graph spectrum research. It can gain infor-
mation on cliques and clique centers in the graph.
Construction of homology modeling upon best-weight
clique finding
Problem description
Homology modeling is a key aspect in preteome study.
When we say that sequence A has high homology to
sequence B, we claim that not only sequence A looks
much the same as sequence B, but also all of their
ancestors look the same, going all the way back to a
common ancestor [8]. Identification of homological
sequences enables us to assign information from one
known sequence to another unknown sequence, which
enables to save lots of time and energy in research, too.
However, homology modeling is facing many difficulties
nowadays. One problem is that it is usually hard to find
acceptable conformations of proteins because many con-
formations are highly dependent on experiment environ-
ment which would definitely limit the experiment
design. Another problem is that there is no much effec-
tive algorithm available to cope with biological methods.
Therefore, researchers are thinking of different mathe-
matical approaches to solve these problems. Among
them, the graph-theoretic method is a typical one. In
this section, we will introduce a graph-theoretic method
that constructs homology modeling upon best-weight
clique finding. We first introduce some concepts, fol-
lowed by modeling process, and then evaluate this
method, giving some future research directions at last.
Homology modeling, also known as comparative mod-
eling of proteins, is a technique that identifies Figure 1 An example of graph G[6].
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known homologous protein. When the target sequence
is closely related to some known sequence, their overall
folds are similar [9], so we can reconstruct the structure
of target protein (from sequence) if we recognize its
folding way by the known protein.
The steps of homology modeling can be arranged as
follows. First, identifying an alignment between the tar-
get and related protein sequences [10]. Second, copying
the main-chain coordinates from the related protein for
equivalent residues and inferring some side-chain con-
formations. Last, building other structures left. In this
procedure, current numerical methods encounter diffi-
culties because it is hard to find suitable models [11-16].
A good model should not only satisfies the polypeptide
chain property that steric exclusive effect makes energy
surface discontinuous and that the conformation is con-
text-dependent, but also has effective algorithms in
implementing. Here, a graph-theoretic method can be
applied to solve this problem well [17].
Graph-theoretic modeling
In 1998, Samudrala and Moult transferred homology
modeling into a clique finding problem in graph theory
and used an effective algorithm to solve it [18]. The ver-
tices and edges of the graph are defined as follows.
Vertex: Each possible conformation of an amino acid
residue in the sequence stands for a vertex in the graph.
The weight of the vertex depends on interaction
strength between local main-chain atoms and side-chain
atoms. The main-chain atoms up to four residues on
each side of the residue position, and the main-chain
atoms of this residue, should be considered to calculate
the weight.
Edge: Edges would be drawn when vertices present
residue conformations within the same main-chain seg-
ment but not between clash atoms or different possible
side-chain conformations of the same residue. The
weight of an edge stands for interaction strength
between two differen vertices (which represent residues).
Once the qualified graph has been drawn, all the max-
imal sets of cliques can be found using a clique finding
algorithm [19,20]. Here, we propose an algorithm devel-
oped by Bron and Kerbosch [21].
This algorithm uses a recursive backtracking proce-
dure and a branch-bound technique to achieve quick
time clique finding [22]. There are three sets that play
key roles in the algorithm: (1) potential clique; in this
set, all the vertices are connected to each other, so this
set can be extended by some new qualified vertices and
has the potential to be the maximal clique. (2) candi-
dates; this set consists of the vertices that can be added
into the potential clique set. (3) not; this is a set of ver-
tices that not belong to either of the former two sets,
which means that the vertex has already served as an
extension to the current potential clique set but not
qualified.
At the beginning of the algorithm, potential clique
and not are both empty while candidates consists of all
the vertices of graph G, which represents all the possi-
ble conformations and their interactions. After that,
choosing vertex v in candidates with maximal degree
to the potential clique set. This kind of strategy makes
larger cliques being found faster. Then, the vertices in
candidates should be the vertices connected to v,a n d
the vertices in not be the vertices disconnected to v.
After that, choosing vertex u with maximal degree in
the current candidates set, and repeating the proce-
dure till the candidates set is empty. The procedure
can also be written as the following steps. We use P,
C, N to represent the sets potential clique, candidates,
and not, respectively.
step 1: Set C = V(G), P = ∅, N = ∅;
step 2: If C ≠ ∅, calculate dv du
uC
() m a x () =
∈ , go to step
3; else go to step 4.
step 3:P = P⋃{v}, C = C⋂NG{v}, N = V(G)\(P⋃C), go to
step 2.
step 4: Output P, stop.
Following this procedure, we can find (one of) the
maximal cliques in G. Since each of the cliques repre-
sents a possible conformation of the sequence, the maxi-
mal one with the best weight would be considered as
the most similar one to the native protein structure.
The score of each clique used to find maximal one
with best weight is defined as
Sd
Pd C
Pd
Pd C ab
ab
ab
ab () l n
(| )
()
ln ( | ) =− − (1)
where S(dab) represents the score of atoms type a and
b with distance d, P(dab|C) represents the probability of
observing a distance d between atom type a and b in a
correct structure, and P(dab) represents the probability
of observing such a distance in all conditions without
considering it is correct or not. The value of P(dab|C)/P
(dab) is calculated by
Pd C
Pd
Nd Nd
Nd Nd
ab
ab
ab ab d
ab ab ab ab d
(| )
()
() / ()
() / ()
= ∑
∑∑ ∑
(2)
where N(dab) represents the number of observations
of atom types a and b in a particular distance d, ∑dN
(dab) represents the number of a – b contacts observed
for all distances, ∑ab N(dab) represents the total number
of contacts between all pair of atom types in a particular
distance d,a n d∑d∑ab N(dab) represents the total num-
ber of contacts between all pair of atom types observed
for all distances.
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representing a possible conformation, its score that
represents the correctness of the probability can be cal-
culated by
Sc l i q u e Sv e r t e x Se d g e () () ( ) =+ ∑∑ (3)
where S(vertex) is the sum of the scores for distances
between all atoms p of the side-chain and atoms q of
the total main-chain. Therefore, we have
Sv e r t e x Sd ab
pq () ( ) =∑ (4)
and S(edge) is the sum of the scores for the distance
between an atom r of one residue and an atom s of the
other, which can be calculated by
S edgs S dab
rs () ( ) . =∑ (5)
If the distance between r and s is no more than four
residues, only side-chain atoms are used to calculate
scores. All S(vertex)a n dS(edge) are calculated only
once. By this means, the calculating cost can be reduced
a lot.
Discussion and further improvement
This section gives a typical graph-theoretic method
which solves homology modeling problem. It has mainly
three advantages. First, it transfers a protein structure
identification problem to a graph theory one, uses the
algorithm of graph theory (clique finding) to solve it
and makes the original problem easier to handle. Sec-
ond, in this model, each score can be calculated fast,
which makes the computation easy to accomplish. At
last, this method excludes impossible conformation
before giving weight, which eliminates the number of
edges and reduces the computation scale.
However, we can also see that there are some disad-
vantages in this method. One is that clique finding in a
given graph is an NP-hard problem that the computa-
tion time of the worst case is O(3
n/3)[ 2 1 ] ,s oi tc a n n o t
be applied to large proteins. The other is that the func-
tion used to calculating weights of vertices and edges
eliminates that the weight must be independent from
other vertices and edges.
This method showed its effectiveness in the experi-
ments done by Samudrala and Moult [18]. When the
scoring function is appropriate and the CF algorithm is
suitable, it can find out the native-like conformations
and native structure. This method successfully calculates
the fitness of a conformation, excluding a large number
of unacceptable conformations, then finds the confor-
mations represented by the cliques independently. How-
ever, if the scale of the graph is extremely large, the
clique finding algorithm would be timing consuming.
Further improvements of the proposed method can be
focused on at least two aspects. One is improving the
algorithm and the other is modifying the model. For the
former one, we can try to find other advanced clique
finding (CF) algorithms to reduce the computation time
and broaden the range of protein size, or we may use
some parallel approaches to fasten the speed. For the
latter one, we can modify the original model in selection
part, adding filters to exclude more unacceptable con-
formations to reduce the scale of the graph.
Identification of side-chain clusters in protein structures
upon graph spectrum
problem description
Side-chain interactions are essential to protein stability,
function and folding. In protein secondary structures,
the role of non-covalent side-chain interactions in stabi-
lizing the mutual orientation has been studied well
[23-25]. It is well known that clusters of hydrophobic
side-chains on the surface are important for protein-
protein recognition [26-30], protein oligomerization
[31-33] and protein DNA interactions [34]. However,
identifying side-chain interactions by experimental ways
is very difficult, thus researchers prefer mathematical
methods. In 1999, Kannan and Vishveswara explored a
method to detect side-chain clusters in protein three-
dimensional structures using a graph spectral approach
[7].
Graph-theoretic modeling
The protein structure can be represented by a weighted
graph being made up of residues. The vertices and
edges are defined as follows.
Vertex: The C
b atoms of the interacting residues are
represented by vertices in a graph. Since atoms are
labeled by Greek alphabetic order, C
a is the carbon clo-
sest to the hydroxyl group(–OH), and C
b is the second
closest one.
Edge: If the distance between two C
b atoms satisfies
specific interaction, we draw an edge between them.
In protein structure, side-chain interactions are repre-
sented by a weighted graph and the constructed graph
is represented by its Laplacian matrix. Clusters are
obtained directly from the eigenvector associated with
the second lowest eigenvalue of the Laplacian matrix,
and the side-chains which make the largest number of
interactions in a cluster (cluster centers) are obtained
from the eigenvectors associated with the top eigenva-
lues [7]. Particularly, clustering information is sorted in
the vector components of the second lowest eigenvalue,
for example, all vector components in the same cluster
have the same value [35], and the vector components of
the top eigenvalues carry the information regarding the
branching of the points forming the cluster [36] and
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used in other disciplines like electrical engineering for
obtaining clusters in circuit net-lists [39], has been used
here for the identification of clusters in protein
structures.
An easy way to construct an adjacency matrix is to
assign 1 or 0 to aij according vertex i and j are adjacent
or not in the graph. Here, we use the following weight
to construct adjacency matrix.
a
d
ij
ij
ij =
1/ ,
side-chains residues   and 
above interaction cri iteria
else 1 100 /
⎧
⎨
⎪
⎩
⎪
where dij is the distance between C
b atoms of the resi-
dues i and j.
A distance of 100 is assigned to the two side-chains
not satisfying the interaction criteria, hence their corre-
sponding weight (1/100) are close to zero. The degree
matrix D := (dij) is constructed as:
d
ai j
ij
ij j
n
=
= ⎧
⎨
⎪
⎩ ⎪
= ∑ ,
1
0e l s e
thus, the Laplacian matrix B can be calculated as:
BDA =− . (6)
Here, we also need to define a function that evaluates
side-chain interactions since the definition of A uses it.
The interaction can be calculated as
Int R R
NR R
Normal type R
ij
ij
i
(,)
(,)
(( ) )
=× 100 (7)
where Ri, Rj are two different residues, Int(Ri, Rj) is the
side-chain interaction of residues Ri and Rj, and N(Ri, Rj)
is the number of all pairs of interacting side-chain
atoms. Here only those atoms of residues have distance
within 4.5 Å are calculated. Normal(type(Ri)) is the nor-
malization value of residue Ri that can be calculated in
advance. Here we do not concern the way of calculating
this value, but only show the Normal(type(Ri)) for all 20
residues (see Table 1). Detailed calculation process can
be found in [7].
After that, we can define the side-chain interaction
criteria in different values. Noticing that when Ri and Rj
are fixed, Int(Ri, Rj) is fixed, too. When the side-chain
interaction threshold becomes higher, fewer residues
will be considered, which leads to fewer clusters being
found. However, if the threshold is too low, it will result
in large expanded clusters. Therefore, there is a tradeoff
of setting the proper threshold in this method.
Since side-chain information can be calculated
through the clique and clique center, our goal here is to
find them. Specifically, Clusters are acquired from the
eigenvectors associated with the second lowest eigenva-
lue of the Laplacian matrix, and side-chains that have
the most interaction in cluster (cluster center) are
acquired from the eigenvectors associated with the top
eigenvalues. Therefore, the Laplacian matrix B contains
the information of cliques and clique centers, and useful
side-chains in the protein structure can be found by the
above method. The detailed approach of calculating cli-
que center upon graph spectrum and an example can be
found in the Appendix of [7].
Discussion and further improvement
This section discusses the aspects of graph spectral
approach that used for identification of side-chain clus-
ters. Clusters are obtained directly from the eigenvectors
associated with the second lowest eigenvalue of the
Laplacian matrix and the side-chains which make the
largest number of interactions in a cluster (cluster cen-
ters) are obtained from the eigenvectors associated with
the top eigenvalues. This approach detects clusters by
using different side-chain interaction criteria which can
be changed by users easily. Higher side-chain interaction
threshold results in less clusters while lower threshold
leads to expanded clusters. Users may change the
threshold to fit the specific problem they are concern-
ing. Also, this approach can be implemented by numeri-
cal methods and the output is a simple two-dimensional
Table 1 The normal(type(Ri)) for 20 residues
Residue type Normal value
Ala 55.7551
Arg 93.7891
Asn 73.4097
Asp 75.1507
Cys 54.9528
Gln 78.1301
Glu 78.8288
Gly 47.3129
His 83.7357
Ile 67.9452
Leu 72.3517
Lys 69.6096
Met 69.2569
Phe 93.3082
Pro 51.331
Ser 61.3946
Thr 63.7075
Trp 106.703
Tyr 100.719
Val 62.3673
The following table shows the Normal(type(Ri)) for 20 residues.
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ter information.
However, this approach also has some disadvantages.
One is that the side-chain interaction criteria is defined
by researchers without any deep analysis on why this
criteria is suitable, the other is that the way of con-
structing adjacency matrix A may be still simple and
does not reflect interaction properly. Therefore, main
issues in future can be the improvement of side-chain
criteria and ways of constructing A.
De novo peptide sequencing via tandem mass
spectrometry
Tandem mass spectrometry
Nowadays, tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) plays an
important role in protein identification problems
[40,41]. It breaks a peptide into smaller fragments and
measures the mass of each fragment. A typical proce-
dure of MS/MS contains the following steps. Protein
mixtures are first digested into suitable sized peptides
for mass spectrometric analysis using site-specific pro-
teases (usually trypsin). Then the peptides are ionized
during a ionization process. After that, Some of the pep-
tides are fragmented by collision-induced dissociation
(CID) and their tandem mass spectra are collected then
[42-45].
A tandem mass spectrometry works like a charged
sieve, we can only get a series of charged fragments
from it [46,47]. Large molecules are broken into small
pieces, and the problem of peptide sequencing is to find
out the whole sequence of the peptide from these frag-
ments [48]. A schematic of MS/MS is shown in Figure
2. More introduction about mass spectrometry and tan-
dem mass spectrometry can be found in [49-54].
Problem of peptide sequencing
In the following subsection, we will provide the method
of modeling peptide sequencing based on [5]. Let A be
the set of amino acids, since there are 20 different
amino acids in nature, A can be defined as:
Aa a a ={, , , } . 12 2 0  (8)
Then, the mass of each amino acid can be denoted as
m(ai), where i Î [1, 2,…, 20].
Let P = p1...pnbe a sequence of amino acids. The mass
of each amino acid and the mass of parent peptide P
are denoted as m( pi)a n dmP mp i i
n
() () =
= ∑ 1
, respec-
tively. A protein can be viewed as a chain of amino
acids, which connected by a peptide bound. A peptide
b o u n ds t a r t sa tan i t r o g e n ( N) and ends at a carbon(C).
We use Pi to represent N-terminal peptide p1...pi,a n d
its mass can be calculated by mm p ij j
i
=
= ∑ ()
1
. Simi-
larly, We use Pi
− to represent C-terminal peptide pi+1 ...
pn with mass m(P) – mi.
When the peptide breaks down during MS/MS, it
loses small pieces of molecules like water (H2O), CO–
group and NH–group[55-57]. Assuming that there are k
Figure 2 schematic of tandem mass spectrometry (from wikipedia)
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k chemical groups, the set of ions can be defined as
Δ={, , ,} . 12  k (9)
We also use δj to represent its mass, where j =1 ,2 , …,
k.Aδ – ion of an N–terminal partial peptide Pi is a
modification of Pi losing a small molecule of mass δ,
and its mass is mi – δ. Similarly, we can define δ – ion
of the C–terminal partial peptides [58,59].
We denote the theoretical spectrum of peptide P as T
(P), it can be calculated by subtracting all possible ion
types δ1,δ2,…,δk from the masses of all partial peptide of
P, such that every partial peptide generates k masses in
the theoretical spectrum.
An experimental spectrum, denoted by S,i sw h a tw e
get from MS/MS, which can be defined as
Ss s s q ={, , ,} 12  (10)
where st is a fragment ion (peak) in S, t =1 ,2 , …, q.I n
the following, we also use st to represent its mass. The
experimental spectrum usually includes loss of some
small fragments and chemical noises. Actually, MS/MS
measures m/z ratio, where m stands for mass and z
s t a n d sf o rc h a r g ev a l u e( t y p i c a l l y ,i ti s1 ,2 ,o r3 ) .H e r e ,
we assume that z = 1 for simplicity. The distinction of
the theoretical spectrum T(P) and the experimental
spectrum S is the mathematical results (T(P)) given the
peptide sequence P, and the experimental spectrum (S)
without knowing what the peptide sequence is behind
this spectrum (S). A match of T(P) and S can be used to
measure the relationship between the two as well as to
predict peptide sequence of S. Therefore, the problem of
peptide sequencing can be described as below.
Problem of Peptide Sequencing
Finding a peptide whose theoretical spectrum has a
maximum match to a measured experimental spectrum.
Input: Experimental spectrum S, the set of possible ion
types Δ, and the parent mass m.
Output: Ap e p t i d eP of mass m whose theoretical
spectrum matches S better than any other peptide of
mass m
De novo peptide sequencing method
There are mainly two ways to solve peptide sequencing
problems, one is database search, and the other is de
novo method [57,60]. The former one involves generat-
ing all 20l amino acid sequences of a certain length l
and the theoretical spectrum related to each sequence,
finding the maximal match among all the spectra
[61-63]. Considering the number of possible sequences
grows exponentially with the length of peptide
sequences, the computing time would also increase
exponentially. De novo sequencing which usually uses a
spectrum graph model, on the other hand, dose not
need to generate all the amino acid sequences, thus
developing fast and drawing increasing attention in
recent years [64-66]. Here, we introduce basic models
a n dp r i n c i p l e so ft h i sk i n do fm e t h o d[ 5 , 6 5 ] .S o m e
recent improvements and advanced approaches can be
found in [67-70].
In this method, a spectrum graph representing the
experimental spectrum is constructed. Assuming that
experimental spectrum S = sl,…,sq consists of N–term-
inal ions. Here, we ignore C–terminal ions because we
can build a similar model of C–terminal ions by chan-
ging N–terminal ions into C–terminal ions. Every mass
of st Î S (t =1 ,2 , …, q) may have been created from a
partial peptide by one of the k different ion types. In
other words, each st (t =1 ,2 , …, q) corresponds to a
spectrum of an ion, which is derived from some peptide
Pi (i =1 ,2 , …, n) losing some small group δj (j =1 ,2 , …,
k). However, we do not know what ion type of Δ ={ δ1,
δ2,…, δk} brings the mass of st,s ow en e e dt og e n e r a t ek
different guesses for each mass in the experimental spec-
trum. Every guess corresponds to a hypothesis that, let x
be the mass of some partial peptide, then st = x – δj,
where t =1 ,2 , …, q and j =1 ,2 , …, k. Therefore, there
are k different guesses of a partial peptide with mass x
that st + δ1st + δ2,…, st + δk corresponding to the mass
st in experimental spectrum. That is to say, a partial
peptide with mass x has k different possible conforma-
tions in this model.
After that, each mass in the experimental spectrum is
transferred into a set consisting of k vertices in spec-
trum graph, corresponding to each possible ion type.
The problem now can be solved by using graph theory.
In particular, we use a directed acyclic graph (DAG) to
represent the experimental spectrum. The vertices and
edges of the graph are defined as follows.
Vertex: Each possible conformation of a partial peptide
is represented by a vertex. The vertex for δj of the mass
st is labeled with mass st + δj .
Edge: An directed edge is drawn from vertex u to v if
the mass of v is larger than that of u by the mass of a
single amino acid.
Now, if we add a vertex at 0 representing the starting
vertex (with mass 0) and a vertex at m representing the
parent peptide (with mass M), the peptide sequencing
problem can be translated into a path (from 0 to m)
finding problem in the resulting DAG. Specifically, if
there exists an edge from u to v, the chain of amino
acids will be extended by adding a chemical group
whose mass is the mass difference between vertex u and
v. Therefore, by finding a path from 0 to m in the DAG,
amino acid chain increases gradually and the peptide
sequence can be found eventually.
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a set of numbers st + δj representing potential masses of
N–terminal peptides adjusted by the ion type δj .E v e r y
mass st generates k different vertices, denoted by Vt(s),
then
Vs s s s tt t t k () { , , , } . =+ + + 12  (11)
There is the possibility that Vt(s)a n dVτ(s)m a yo v e r -
lap when st and sτ are close, where st, sτ Î S.T h es e to f
vertices in a spectrum graph is therefore {sinitial}⋃ V1 ⋃
... ⋃ Vq ⋃ {sfinal}, where sinitial = 0 and sfinal = m.
T h es p e c t r u mg r a p hh a sa tm o s tqk + 2 vertices. We
label the edge of the spectrum graph by amino acid
whose mass is equal to the mass difference between two
possible conformations (vertices). If we view vertices as
putative N–terminal peptides, the edge from u to v
implies that the N–terminal sequence corresponding to
v can be obtained by extending the sequence at u by the
amino acid that labels on the edge from u to v, where u,
vÎV(G).
For any i Î [1, n], if S contains at least one ion type
corresponding to every N–terminal partial peptide Pi ,
we say that the spectrum S of a peptide sequence P = pl
… pn is complete. The use of a spectrum graph is based
on the fact that, for a complete spectrum, there exists a
path of length n + 1 from sinitial to sfinal in the spectrum
graph that is labeled by P. This observation casts the
peptide sequencing problem as one of finding the cor-
rect path in the set of all paths between two given ver-
tices in a DAG. In addition, if the spectrum is complete,
the correct path that we are finding will be the longest
path in the graph usually [5].
Discussion and further improvement
In this section, we describe the de novo peptide sequen-
cing problem and give an effective solution by a graph-
theoretic method. The de novo method aims at inferring
peptide sequences without using database, and the spec-
trum graph model solves this problem in a mathemati-
cal way. The solution successfully solves the problem by
finding a longest path in a given spectrum graph. This
kind of approach involves automatically interpreting the
spectrum using the table of amino acids masses, and not
relies on the completeness of database and effectiveness
of searching algorithm, which the database method just
relies on. Therefore, it usually costs less computation
time, especially when the spectrum is with good quality.
However, this approach still has limitations. First, the
success of finding the longest path in the graph relies
on the completeness of mass spectrum, but in experi-
ments, spectrum is always incomplete and combines
with different kinds of noises, which makes the pro-
posed approach hard to achieve. Second, finding the
l o n g e s tp a t hi nag i v e ng r a p hi sa nN P - c o m p l e t e
problem which is difficult to find optimal solution.
Third, when peptide breaks into MS/MS, it loses differ-
ent kinds of small molecules, and considering all these
losses needs a lot of vertices been created in the spec-
trum graph. When the number of vertices of the graph
increases, computation time of solving this problem
increases too, and even faster. At last, this kind of
approach does not pay much attention to the peak
intensity but using the m/z value only.
The performance of de novo peptide sequencing
depends on the quality of the MS/MS spectra and the
algorithms. When the spectra is complete or with high
quality, de novo algorithm can find the correct
sequences faster than the database search method, and
also has the ability of finding new peptide which is not
in the current database. Also, with advanced algorithm,
de novo method could handle with spectra containing
much noise, with missing peaks and so on. However,
due to the limitation of tandem mass spectrometry, the
database method is still the most popular and widely
used one today. Some possible ways of improvements of
de novo method are given below. First, when the spec-
trum is incomplete, we can add the missing ones by
their complementary ions. Since any ion with a mass X
in MS/MS, there should be an ion with mass Y such
that X + Y = M, where M is the mass of the parent pep-
tide. Thus we can add complementary ions back in an
experimental spectral data set [71]. Second, we can con-
sider effective algorithms on finding the longest path in
a given graph such as dynamic programming and paral-
lel approach. Third, this method can be partly solved by
modifying the original model from finding global solu-
tion to possible local solutions. Some suboptimal algo-
rithms can be considered, too [69]. Last but not least, a
meaningful issue for the future research can be the
combination of de novo method and other approaches,
for example, database search [72].
Conclusions
This paper reviews several methods in solving protein
structure identification problems using graph theory.
We first introduce the development of protein structure
identification and existing problems, then giving basic
knowledge of graph theory, and focusing on three typi-
cal methods using graph theory to solve protein identifi-
cation problems. These methods are effective but still
have problems or some inadequacy, so we also give con-
cluding remarks of them.
In homology modeling based on clique finding, a
graph that represents all the possible conformations of
residues in amino acids and their interactions is drawn.
We use a clique finding algorithm to find out the cli-
ques with the best weight that are viewed as the optimal
combinations of various side-chain and main-chain
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Page 8 of 10conformations. In identification of side-chain clusters in
protein structures, graph spectral method is used. Clus-
ters are obtained directly from the eigenvectors asso-
ciated with the second lowest eigenvalue of the
Laplacian matrix and the side-chains which make the
largest number of interactions in a cluster (cluster cen-
ters) are obtained from the eigenvectors associated with
the top eigenvalues. In de novo peptide sequencing via
tandem mass spectrometry, the spectrum graph repre-
sents all the possible conformation of the partial peptide
and the mass difference between each pair of conforma-
tions is drawn first. Then by finding the longest path in
the spectrum graph, we can obtain the peptide
sequence.
The above three methods all change protein identifica-
tion problems into graph-theoretical ones and find effec-
tive ways of solving them. They give novel methods for
handling proteomics problems and can be improved in
various aspects in future. There are mainly two direc-
tions of improvements. One is the algorithm, such as
improving CF algorithm and the longest path algorithm;
the other is the model, for example, modifying side-
chain interaction criteria. These improvements will
enhance the computation ability and make the graph
scale an acceptable size. We have seen that in recent lit-
erature, researchers are focusing on some of the
improvements and have already done partial work suc-
cessfully. However, there are still a vast amount of work
for us to do to improve the current modified methods
and find better ways to solve different protein identifica-
tion problems in graph theoretical methods.
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